Executive Development Program

February 14-19, 2021
Washington, DC

APPLY TODAY!

2021 APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED STARTING AUGUST 3RD

An Investment in Your Future

THROUGH THIS COURSE, PARTICIPANTS WILL...

Broaden their perspective from a single functional area to the full range of executive responsibilities.

Develop a complete picture of the multifaceted business of tolling.

Hone their communications and interpersonal skills.

Establish a network of peers in the tolling industry and business organizations around the world.

PARTICIPANTS ENJOY

Discussions with toll industry leaders from the public and private sectors

Group dynamics workshops

Opportunities for individual coaching

Reception at IBTTA headquarters

Offsite team building event

Unique perspectives in a comfortable learning space

PROGRAM TOPICS MAY INCLUDE

Leader as Strategist

Partnering for Better Results

Executive Roundtable

Navigating Politics and Policy

Visions of the Future/Business of Tolling

Perspectives of a Leader

Managing Work/Life Balance

Building Resilience

FACULTY
The IBTTA Leadership Academy Executive Development Program is directed by Dr. Barbara K. Gannon, of GannonConsult, a clinical psychologist, educator and former operating transit executive. In leading the Executive Development Program, Dr. Gannon is joined by Maggie Wilkins of Wilkins Strategies and numerous distinguished instructors from the public and private sectors, all of whom volunteer their time to support the development of the industry’s emerging leaders.
ABOUT THE IBTTA FOUNDATION

The IBTTA Foundation is the research, educational and charitable arm of IBTTA. The Foundation supports and conducts research on transportation and tolling; conducts training and professional development programs including the IBTTA Leadership Academy; supports charitable good works and operates a scholarship program. Contributions to the IBTTA Foundation and the Leadership Academy are tax deductible as charitable contributions under section 501(c)(3) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. www.IBTTA.org/leadershipacademy